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            M3’s mission is to use technology 

              to help people live longer, healthier lives

              and reduce costs in healthcare


            M3 is the world's largest network of doctors with over 6 million members across 

              M3-owned networks and an additional reach of 2 million via Networks in Health, a highly effective international alliance of trusted online healthcare communities in key markets.
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            M3 delivers centrally-managed marketing communications campaigns, 

              adapting them to work at the local level. Campaigns are customised, translated 

              and disseminated to doctors in each target market, allowing global clients to engage with 

              doctors of all specialties in a uniquely meaningful and measurable way.
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              Communities

              01 EUROPE

              
                
                  	esanum
	egora.fr
	DocCheck
	Doctors.net.uk
	doktorsitesi.com
	DRPORTAL.HU
	Doktornarabote
	DottNet
	iDoctus
	MirVracha.ru


                


                
                  	GELBE LISTE
	MEDICOM
	mediLearning
	MedNet Connect
	MEDtube
	VIDAL
	VADEMECUM
	ONEHealth Communications
	simposium.pt
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              Communities

              02 AFRICA/ MIDDLE EAST

              	MedSynapse
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              Communities

              03 ASIA PACIFIC

              	M3 India
	m3.com
	MEDI:GATE
	medlive.cn
	MedSynapse
	mdBriefCase
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              Communities

              04 NORTH AMERICA

              	mdBriefCase
	MDLinx


              

              05 SOUTH AMERICA

              	VADEMECUM
	MedNet Connect
	NetMD


            

          


        


      

    

    
      
        Services

        
          
            M3 provides a range of market-leading services to reach and engage doctors with clinically relevant information. Through precise profiling and an in-depth understanding of target audiences, content is shaped for unparalleled engagement and return on investment.
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              Educational programmes

              Our independent medical education is high-quality, evidence-based content designed to positively impact clinical practice and patient outcomes by delivering continuing professional development (CPD) to doctors. Services include conference highlights, round table discussions, modules and disease awareness programmes.
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              Promotional programmes

              Our promotional services are market specific and range from tactical solutions such as display advertising, emails and advertorials, through to deeper engagement models including eDetails, resource centres and Messages.
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              Market research and analytics

              M3's custom market research agency, medeConnect, offers its customers insight-driven recommendations based on the needs, perceptions and behaviour of healthcare professionals, payors, patients and carers. These insights help customers better understand therapy areas and specific markets, shape and optimise communication programmes, and analyse campaign impact and demonstrate return on investment.

            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        Get in touch

        Email reachdoctors@eu.m3.com or call +44 (0)1235 828400
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